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Peruvian President Alberto Fujimori will meet with Japan's Prime Minister Ryutaro Hashimoto
in Toronto, Canada, on Feb. 1, to discuss the ongoing hostage crisis in Lima. Now into its seventh
week, the crisis at the residence of the Japanese ambassador to Peru shows no signs of nearing an
end. Recent provocative actions by the Peruvian military brought public criticism from the Japanese
government. In addition, the International Red Cross, which has offered assistance since the crisis
began, temporarily suspended its efforts because of concerns for the safety of its personnel.
The crisis began on Dec. 17, when about 20 members of the Movimiento Revolucionario Tupac
Amaru (MRTA) guerrilla group burst into the residence of Ambassador Morihisa Aoki, taking more
than 500 hostages. Although many guests, including all the women at the residence, were released
during the following week, the rebels still hold 72 Japanese and Peruvian diplomats, government
officials, military, and business executives, as well as Bolivia's ambassador to Peru, Jorge Gumucio
(see NotiSur, 01/10/97). During the past ten days, the Peruvian military has engaged in provocative
actions near the compound, setting off rumors that the government is planning a military raid.
Beginning on Jan. 21, increased numbers of security personnel and military vehicles were in
evidence near the site of the takeover, while armed soldiers in helicopters circled overhead.
Reporters were ordered to move farther away from the compound and to come down from nearby
rooftops "for security reasons." Police threw stones and garbage into the compound, blasted the
area with martial music over loudspeakers, and moved in armored vehicles and personnel with
high-powered rifles and night-vision equipment. The Peruvian government negotiator, Education
Minister Domingo Palermo, also said the government was prohibiting all visits to imprisoned MRTA
members for the duration of the crisis, an action strongly criticized by Amnesty International.
In response, the MRTA sang revolutionary songs and shouted slogans and, on several occasions,
fired warning shots into the air, boosting tensions even further. On Jan. 24, the Red Cross
announced that it would suspend its activities unless the government agreed to certain ground rules
to ensure the safety of its workers. After meetings with the government, the Red Cross resumed its
assistance, but came under government criticism for not being sufficiently neutral. The actions by
the security forces also brought public expressions of concern from Prime Minister Hashimoto, who
urged the Peruvian government to exercise "more prudence."
On Jan. 29, Hashimoto said that Fujimori had requested a face-to- face meeting. The two will meet
in Toronto on Feb. 1 to discuss how to break the deadlock and end the crisis peacefully. Japanese
sources said Hashimoto will use the opportunity to express support for Fujimori, while repeating
his call for dialogue. At the same time, he will express his concern about the actions by Peruvian
security forces. Efforts to resume government-rebel talks prove fruitless In early January, the hopedfor resumption of talks between the MRTA and the Peruvian government evaporated when the
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government said that under no circumstances would it discuss the release of MRTA prisoners. It
also rejected an MRTA demand that a member of the Guatemalan government be included in any
talks. Although rejecting the release of prisoners, Peruvian Prime Minister Alberto Pandolfi said
the government would permit the rebels to leave the country if they released all their hostages
unharmed. Fujimori also said that some rebels occupying the ambassador's residence could be
given amnesty at some later date even if convicted. But he emphasized that "there will be no release
of Tupac Amaru rebels who are in prison."
On Jan. 12 Palermo sent a three-point proposal to the MRTA for the resumption of talks. The
government proposed that the two sides form a committee of guarantors for the negotiations, which
would include Juan Luis Cipriani, archbishop of Ayacucho, and International Red Cross mediator
Michel Minnig, as well as Palermo and Nestor Cerpa Cartolini, leader of the MRTA operation. The
two sides got as far as discussing a possible meeting place for talks, but the agenda again proved
an obstacle. Palermo said on Jan. 17 that authorities will only negotiate two issues: freeing the
remaining hostages and the possible safe passage of the rebel commando out of the country. "We
are not going to allow Palermo to go to the negotiating table unless they accept that there will be no
release of prisoners," Fujimori said at a meeting with Japanese reporters on Jan. 23.
Fujimori, whose younger brother Pedro is among the captives, said the government might consider
other MRTA demands such as improved jail conditions and political asylum in another country.
"There is no possibility of starting conversations because in practice they are asking us beforehand
to drop our requests," said Cerpa. "That signifies a formal call to surrender, which we will never
accept." Concern grows for condition of hostages Since Jan. 1, the MRTA has only released two
hostages. In a radio transmission on Jan. 16, the rebels said they would no longer release small
groups of hostages because they believe that the captives they still hold are responsible for Peru's
political and economic problems. Nevertheless, Luis Valencia, a commander of Peru's antiterrorism unit (DINCOTE), was released Jan. 17 for health reasons.
And, on Jan. 26, Jorge Rivas Rodriguez, a police general, was taken out of the compound on a
gurney flanked by Red Cross officials and Archbishop Cipriani. The general was immediately
taken to a hospital. The ill health of the two released hostages increased concern about the overall
health of the remaining hostages. Meanwhile, in another sign that the crisis may not end soon,
Peru's Congress approved a law on Jan. 23 to allow the cabinet members who are being held to
continue in their government posts as long as the crisis lasts. The law was written to cover Foreign
Minister Francisco Tudela and Agriculture Minister Jorge Munante, both hostages. Under Peru's
Constitution, ministers must be replaced if they are unable to carry out their jobs for 30 days.
Questions continue about the government's lax security measures and the alleged disregard of
intelligence reports prior to the taking of the residence that suggested MRTA plans for staging a
dramatic action. Much speculation centers on who will eventually be held responsible. According to
a report published on Jan. 22 in the daily newspaper Gestiones, Interior Minister Gen. Juan Briones
will be replaced within the next few weeks by Gen. Jose Villanueva Ruesta as a result of the takeover
at the ambassador's residence. According to the report, Villanueva is a close confidant of Vladimiro
Montesinos, Peru's shadowy head of intelligence services (Servicio de Inteligencia Nacional, SIN).
[Sources: Latinamerica Press (Lima), 01/02/97; Inter Press Service, 01/13/97, 01/17/97; Agence France©2011 The University of New Mexico,
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Presse, 01/23/97; United Press International, 01/12/97, 01/16/97, 01/19/97, 01/24/97, 01/25/97; The New
York Times, 01/23-25/92; Associated Press, 01/16/97, 01/19/97, 01/24/97, 01/27/97; Reuter, 01/23/97,
01/27/97; Spanish news service EFE, 01/21/97, 01/23/97, 01/25/97, 01/29/97]
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